
Presenting a 
Game Changer 
for Sales!

Close more business with SPECai.

SPECai allows broadcasters to create 
spec commercials in seconds using AI 
in real time.

Learn More and 
Schedule a Demo  

Schedule A Demo Today!
Call Compass Media Networks

Nancy Abramson
SVP, Affiliate Sales & Content

914-708-1451
EMAIL

mailto:nabramson@compassmedianetworks.com?subject=Specai%20Demo
https://www.compassmedianetworks.com/index.php/specai/


Are you looking to close more 
local direct business? 

Are you searching for ways to dazzle 
your prospects with clever and 
creative ideas? We got you!

Schedule A Demo Today!
Call Compass Media Networks

Nancy Abramson
SVP, Affiliate Sales & Content

914-708-1451
EMAIL

SPECai features dozens of AI voices 
and music beds, and unlimited AI scripts, 
for all demographics and formats.

Don’t hesitate. Don’t debate. 

Call Nancy Abramson at Compass Media Networks Today!

VICTORY IS OURS
with SPECai!

Learn More and 
Schedule a Demo  

mailto:nabramson@compassmedianetworks.com?subject=Specai%20Demo
https://www.compassmedianetworks.com/index.php/specai/


Multiple script 
options for each 

spec spot

Dozens of voices

Numerous writing 
tone options

Benztown 
Musicbed 
Library

White-labeled 
platform

Available on your 
desktop or anywhere 
you travel on your 
mobile device

ENCO joins forces with Benztown and Yamanair Creative to bring
its SPECai ad creation solution to an expansive customer base in the 
North American radio broadcast market. 

The three companies worked together on strategic business development
initiatives that emphasize how the technology helps broadcasters create 
spec ads for sponsors on demand — alleviating the time, energy, and costs 
of traditional production methods while accelerating the sales process and 
time to market.

Benztown and Compass Media Networks' subsidiary Yamanair Creative worked with 
ENCO’s engineering team on SPECai’s development.

Specifically, Benztown adds their sonic design expertise to the solution, including user-selectable music 
beds that run underneath the AI voice while Yamanair adds the user interface expertise from Specbyte 
and Cash by Creative.

With this exciting innovative sales tool, your sales team and your clients 
gave access to a compelling, localized spec ad in seconds.

SPECai is powered by ENCO, developed for broadcasters by broadcasters.

M O R E  
I N F O

Learn More and 
Schedule a Demo  

https://www.compassmedianetworks.com/index.php/specai/
https://www.compassmedianetworks.com/index.php/specai/


How it all works…

The following slides provide a Step-by-Step Guide 
on how to execute a Spec Spot using the SPECai 
online software from your desktop or phone.

For a detailed demo, contact: 
Nancy Abramson
Compass Media Networks 
SVP, Affiliate Sales & Content
914-708-1451
EMAIL

Learn More and 
Schedule a Demo  
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Learn More and 
Schedule a Demo  

OVERVIEW Add Your Copy  FREE FORM GENERATION
Choose your spot 
type (:30 :60) or 
Free Form idea

Type Your
Idea Here
Regenerate as 
needed

No limit to how many 
times you enter text

Click Generate 
when ready 

3 different copy 
versions render 
in these boxes 

STEP 1

STEP 2 STEP 3

STEP 4

https://www.compassmedianetworks.com/index.php/specai/


Learn More and 
Schedule a Demo  

Choose your spot 
type (:30 or :60)  

Add your client’s 
information

Choose a Writing 
Style

STEP 1 Add Your Copy SPOT GENERATION

Click generate

https://www.compassmedianetworks.com/index.php/specai/


Learn More and 
Schedule a Demo  

Edit your copy as needed. 
Choose a Copy option 
you like out of the three

STEP 2 Edit Your Copy SPOT GENERATION

Click Save Changes and generate 
again OR revert back to your original

https://www.compassmedianetworks.com/index.php/specai/
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Schedule a Demo  

Select your VOICE
Choose from multiple demos
Listen to each sample as needed

STEP 3 Copy to Speech SPOT GENERATION

Replace necessary 
content with Phonetic 
versions as needed

Click Generate Audio when ready

Select Options 
For Your Voice

https://www.compassmedianetworks.com/index.php/specai/
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Schedule a Demo  

STEP 4 Mix with Music SPOT GENERATION

Select your Music Bed 
Choose from multiple formats 
(genres)

Listen to your 
Generated Audio 

Listen to each sample as needed 

Determine the Volume ratio for the 
voice and music 

Select 
Mix Audio

https://www.compassmedianetworks.com/index.php/specai/
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Schedule a Demo  

STEP 5 Listen & Download SPOT GENERATION

Listen and Download your audio spec 
.mp3 file. Voice or mixed with music 

Listen to a Sample 
produced audio

:30 SEC :60 SEC

https://www.compassmedianetworks.com/index.php/specai/
https://sports.compassmedianetworks.com/forms/truck_drivers_promo.mp3
https://sports.compassmedianetworks.com/forms/cmn_60_mixed.mp3


Learn More and 
Schedule a Demo  

Mobile View SPOT GENERATION  

Close-up of 
generated copy

https://www.compassmedianetworks.com/index.php/specai/


Have no fear!

Schedule A Demo Today!
Call Compass Media Networks

Nancy Abramson
SVP, Affiliate Sales & Content

914-708-1451
EMAIL

A revolutionary service enabling you to 
create real-time (that means in seconds – 
not hours) spec commercials, using AI 
voices, with a creative library powered by 
Benztown Creative and technology 
powered by Enco. 

NOTHING CAN PENETRATE MY 
BUBBLE OF CONFIDENCE

BECAUSE I’M USING SPECai!

Learn More and 
Schedule a Demo  
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